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Establishing a robust long-term security model for cookies on the web

Artur Janc, Information Security Engineer, Google
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Secure the … Forward

1. Improve the security of existing codebases and systems
○ Development processes (DevSecOps), static security tooling, documentation, awareness

○ Features to provide new security guarantees and mitigations in case they fail

○ Detecting vulnerabilities (automated, manual reviews, pentests), fast & reliable patching

2. Engineer a solid foundation that prevents classes of vulnerabilities
○ Languages: Memory-safe languages, TypeScript 🛑 prototype pollution, Go 🛑 race conditions 

○ APIs: Parameterized SQL queries, auto-escaping template systems, …

An ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure.
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Secure the Web Forward

Challenge: Retrofit security into an ecosystem not meant as an application platform.

Many examples of web ecosystem shifts motivated by security:

● HTTPS adoption & blocking mixed content
● Removal of Flash
● Process-level isolation (Site Isolation, Project Fission)
● Smaller deprecations: document.domain, content sniffing, …

Idea: Understand the root causes of security problems in the web ecosystem 
(specifically, web applications) and try to evolve the web platform to prevent them.



Google Vulnerability Reward Program payouts in 2018

XSS 35.6%

CSRF 3.2%

Clickjacking 
4.2%Other web bugs 7.8%

Non-web issues 49.1%

Mobile app vulnerabilities
Business logic (authorization)
Server /network misconfigurations
...
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Web functionality with cross-site vulnerabilities

<form action="/transfer">
  <input name="target" value="mkwst" />
  <input name="amount" value="10" />

<button onclick="deleteAccount()">
  Delete account</button>

w("Content-Type: text/javascript")
w("var data = {'user':'${name}'}")

if search_result:
  log_to_db(search_query)
  return search_result

Our website:

form submission

clickable button

Data in a JS response

search functionality



<form action="/transfer">
  <input name="target" value="mkwst" />
  <input name="amount" value="10" />

<button onclick="deleteAccount()">
  Delete account</button>

w("Content-Type: text/javascript")
w("var data = {'user':'${name}'}")

if search_result:
  log_to_db(search_query);
  return search_result

<form action="//victim/transfer">
<input name="target" value="bozo" />
<input name="amount" value="1000" />

<iframe src="//victim/settings"
    style="opacity: 0"></iframe>

<script src="//victim/json" />
<script>alert(data)</script>

<script>t=performance.now()</script>
<img src="//victim/search?q=secret"
  onerror="t2=performance.now()" />

 CSRF

 clickjacking

 XSSI

 XS-Search / timing

Our website: evil.com:

Web functionality with cross-site vulnerabilities



https://victim.com

https://victim.com/image.png

https://evil.com
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victim.com server
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Improving the cookie model has to potential to address many of 
the web's isolation problems and prevent several classes of bugs 
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Browsers have committed to removing third-party cookies
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"Anti-tracking" cookie blocking

All requests for resources under a top-level site carry that site's cookies, including 
requests made from cross-site or sandbox iframes. All navigations have cookies.
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SameSite=Lax

Uses the "site for cookies" algorithm from RFC6265bis, omitting sending of cookies if 
the initiating document is cross-site, or there are cross-site ancestors or redirects. 
Navigations made using safe HTTP methods (GET) include cookies.

https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/draft-ietf-httpbis-rfc6265bis/#section-5.2
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What we want from cookies (security perspective)

1. Cookies should not be sent on cross-site resource requests
○ Specifically, no cookies on requests from cross-site frames (or with a cross-site ancestor)

2. Cookies are okay for top-level navigations with safe HTTP methods (GET)
○ Assume endpoints prone to CSRF use non-safe methods (POST, PUT, etc.)

○ Could still leak data from popups, but for that we have Cross-Origin Opener Policy

This behavior gives us both the security and privacy properties we care about. 

… this is SameSite=Lax!

https://developer.mozilla.org/en-US/docs/Web/HTTP/Headers/Cross-Origin-Opener-Policy
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https://github.com/DCtheTall/standardizing-cross-site-cookie-semantics/

https://github.com/DCtheTall/standardizing-cross-site-cookie-semantics/
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How much security can you opt out of with SameSite=None cookies?

1. Same-site iframes with cross-site ancestors (ABA embeds)
○ Don’t send cookies. Would allow clickjacking and XS-Leaks.

2. Navigating a cross-site iframe to a same-site destination
○ Send cookies (only for GET navigations). Little risk, similar to top-level navigations.

3. Top-level cross-site POST requests
○ Send cookies. Necessary for compatibility, but we want to lock it down more (with CORS?).

4. Redirecting cross-site resources to same-site destinations
○ Don’t send cookies. No strong compatibility reason.

We should assume websites in the future will relax cross-site defenses.
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Security goal: SameSite=Lax* model as a platform boundary

[*] A number of edge cases to hash out (Standardizing Security Semantics…)

What this would give us: A platform-enforced guarantee against loading 
authenticated cross-site resources or iframes.

All browsers are fairly close to getting there because of the anti-tracking work.

What browsers would need to do:
●         Complete the third-party cookie deprecation process & fix known gaps
●               Switch to the Lax-allowing-unsafe model
● Everyone: Agree on handling remaining under-defined behaviors

https://github.com/DCtheTall/standardizing-cross-site-cookie-semantics/
https://privacysandbox.com/open-web/#the-privacy-sandbox-timeline
https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/draft-ietf-httpbis-rfc6265bis/#section-5.5.7.2
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If we get this right

The web platform will provide robust protections from many cross-site attacks, 
removing a security tax on developers forced to build application-level defenses.

It's important for the security community to pay attention and be vocal about the 
long-term value of these improvements for the web ecosystem.
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Discussion


